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Fig. 1. 2-Channel Architecture with Computed Force Feedback

architecture has advantages compared to a 2-Channel archi-
tecture and measured force-feedback requires a costly force-
torque sensor at the slave side, the 3-Channel architecture
(compare Fig. 2) is compared with a 2-Channel architecture
with pure computed force feedback (see Fig. 1). In the 3-
Channel architecture, the computed force FC is scaled down
by λC and the measured force is scaled down by λE .

The second variable considered here is the workspace
scaling of master and slave device as the optimal scaling
strongly depends on the system design and the chosen task
[16]. In general, a 1:1 mapping of master and slave motion
should lead to higher movement accuracy compared to a
upscaled (1:2) motion mapping. Still, the larger movement
amplitudes in the 1:1 mapping may also lead to decreased
performance in slow, high-precision movements, because
hand/arm stabilization is more demanding.

When working with a 2-Channel architecture based on
calculated force values the inertia of the telemanipulated
robot will be conveyed to the user and should have an
impact on performance. Compared to the 3-Channel archi-
tecture additionally based on measured forces where this
inertia effect should be greatly reduced, the telemanipulation
performance should be decreased when quick movements
(like aiming or corrective motions) are required. Moreover,
the transparency of the system should decrease in the 2-
Channel case, leading to attenuated accuracy when regulating
interaction forces and workload should increase. Yet, to a
certain degree inertia might even be beneficial when slow and
smooth movements have to be performed (like slow tracking
tasks). When working with a measured compared to a pure
calculated force approach:
H1: Task completion times should be shorter
H2: Movement accuracy should be higher during fast move-
ments
H3: Contact forces during robot-environment interactions
should be lower
H4: Subjective contact realism should be higher and thus
mental workload lower

We explored whether these effects are further moderated
by scaling (1:1 vs 1:2).

In section 2 the technical and experimental setup is ex-
plained. The results of the user study are evaluated in section
3. The discussion of the results and the conclusion on the
system design are presented in section 4.
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Fig. 2. 3-Channel Architecture

II. METHOD

A. Participants

The user study was conducted with N=12 participants
(9 male, 3 female) with an age between 22 and 35 years
(M=25,83; SD=4,24). The sensorimotor performance of ev-
ery test subject was measured via the ”Sensomotorische
Koordination” test battery (SMK, [17]) a part of the Vi-
enna Test System of the Schuhfried GmbH. The SMK data
(MSMK=74,42; SDSMK=14,29; Range: 45-93) were nor-
mally distributed as indicated by a non-significant Shapiro-
Wilks-Test (W =.941; p = .508; [18]).

B. Technical Setup

The humanoid robot SpaceJustin (see Fig. 3) was applied
as the slave robot in the presented user study. The two
impedance controlled slave arms are DLR light weight robots
(LWR) and equipped with a DLR HitHand II each. The
head can be moved in two degrees of freedom and is
equipped with two Prosilica cameras. The master console
(see Fig. 4) consisted of two Phantom devices (Phantom
Omni, Sensable Technology, Woburn, MA) and the head
mounted display (HMD) Oculus Rift DK2 developer edition.
The HMD displayed the 3D video stream from SpaceJustin’s
cameras. A pedal was used as a deadman switch that controls
the coupling to the slave robotic system. Via the buttons of
the Phantom device the opening and closing of the robotic
hand could be triggered. The workspace center of the haptic
device was marked by a piece of fabric on the table to provide
a reference position even while wearing the HMD. A Xsens
inertial measurement unit was fixed to the head mounted
display and allowed the control of the two respective degrees
of freedom of the head.
The controller of the haptic device was running on a

Linux system and programmed in ROS. The slave robot and
hand controller were implemented in Matlab Simulink and
running on a RT Linux system. The master and slave were
communicating via UDP in a local network such that time
delay was negligible. The relative pose of the master device
(referring to the initial state) was sent to the slave device
in an interface with a position vector and unit quaternions.
A spatial spring was implemented to penalize a position
deviation of master and slave device. When the pedal of
the master was released the last commanded slave pose was
maintained in order to freeze the slave’s pose. Thus, an



Fig. 3. DLR SpaceJustin

Fig. 4. Master Console with Phantom Omni, Oculus
and Xsens Unit

indexing method [19] was realized to extend the workspace
in an iterative manner.
The Phantom device which has been developed for the

interaction in virtual environments [20] has already been
applied to several general teleoperation applications and also
in medical scenarios. The Phantom has e.g. been employed
for the evaluation of the compact modular robot system
for laparoscopic surgery presented in [21] and in a virtual
palpation training scenario [22].
The LWR has been used in several medical scenarios. The

authors of [23] proposed two control methods for a LWR
in an ultrasonic examination system. Besides a collaborative
teleoperation mode a semi-automatic mode was presented in
which the robot drives autonomously to a chosen location
maintaining a constant interaction force with the body. In a
similar setup with the LWR the authors of [24] implemented
an autonomous system for ultrasonic examination controlled
via a learning from demonstration approach. Even the pro-
totype robotic system in [25] for minimal invasive surgery
is based on this technology.

C. Tasks
Three task sets for accuracy analysis, grasping perfor-

mance and pulse oximetry were considered in the user study
design. In the first set a grasping adapter equipped with a
pen (compare Fig. 5) was grasped with the right robotic
hand. During the Aiming task, subjects had to point at the

Fig. 5. Grasping Adapter with Pen

Fig. 6. Millimeter Graph Paper

middle of four different circles (2cm diameters) as accurately
as possible. During the Line Drawing task, a vertical line (see
Fig. 6, A → B) and then a horizontal line (C → D, both
11 cm) had to be drawn. This newly developed task allows
the direct accuracy measurement (Aiming and Line Drawing)
without the necessity to track the tool tip motion with respect
to the desired motion via stereo vision or tracking modules.
The third task was the Grasping of a tool adapter equipped

with an oximetry unit (see Fig 7). The test subject had to
approach the object and trigger the grasp via the Phantom
button. After lifting, the object had to be put on the table and
released again. In the fourth task (Oximetry), the oximetry
unit had to be plugged onto an artificial finger (see Fig.
8). Then the activation button (diameter of 3mm) had to be
pressed with the left robotic hand. After this, the unit had to
be removed from the finger. The adapter was already grasped

Fig. 7. Oximetry Unit Fig. 8. Finger Dummy



in the initial state of this task. For each task a specific initial
position of the robotic arms was chosen.

D. Experimental Design and Procedure
In the presented user study, four conditions were com-

pared. A 2-Channel architecture with computed force feed-
back and a 3-Channel architecture with combined computed
and measured force feedback was implemented. The scaling
was varied such that in a low scaling condition the unaltered
master motion was transmitted as the desired slave motion.
The high scaling doubled the slave motion with respect to
the master motion. This resulted in four conditions:

• Computed force feedback, 1:1 workspace scaling
(2Ch/Sc1)

• Computed force feedback, 1:2 workspace scaling
(2Ch/Sc2)

• Computed and measured force feedback, 1:1 workspace
scaling (3Ch/Sc1)

• Computed and measured force feedback, 1:2 workspace
scaling (3Ch/Sc2)

The scaling λC and λE had a ratio of λC

λE
=

0.3

0.7
. A within-

subject 2(Channel)*2(Scaling) design has been implemented
i.e. each subject completed all four conditions in systemati-
cally varied order to control for time effects like fatigue or
training. For the Line Drawing task a fifth condition was
implemented in which the task was performed manually
without the telerobotic system. Within each condition all
tasks were performed in the following order: 1) Aiming, 2)
Line Drawing, 3) Grasping and 4) Oximetry. Prior to each
set of tasks, subjects performed a test trial to become familiar
with the task demands.
After each condition (four times for each task set) the

contact realism and the overall workload scale [26] was rated
(scale range from 1 to 20).

E. Data Analysis
The slave software logged the duration, the desired and

actual position, the velocity and the computed and measured
interaction forces and torques of the slave. This data was
evaluated with Matlab 2013b.

III. RESULTS
All descriptive results (means and standard deviations) are

presented in Table I. Data were analyzed performing repeated
measures ANOVA (rmANOVA). The main assumptions for
this procedure i.e. normality of residuals and sphericity
were tested by Shapiro-Wilk’s test and Mauchly’s test. Only
violations of these assumptions are reported in the following
analyzes. In the case of non-normality the non-parametric,
related-samples Friedman test as global test and Wilcoxon
signed rank tests for pairwise comparisons were conducted.
Task Duration First, we analyzed the task durations for

all of the four tasks. For Aiming, the assumption of nor-
mality was violated and thus the Friedman test was chosen.
Results indicated a significant effect of conditions (p <.05).
Subsequent Wilcoxon signed rank tests revealed that there

is a significant scaling effect on task durations in the 2-
Channel as well as in the 3-Channel conditions (both ps
<.05), i.e. subjects were substantially faster with the 1:2
scaling. Moreover, we found at least a trend that with 1:2
scaling subjects needed less time in the 3-Channel compared
to the 2-Channel condition (p <.10; one-tailed testing). In
the Line Drawing task normality was not given. Friedman
analysis also showed an overall condition effect (p < .001)
and the same scaling effect in the 2-Channel as well as in
the 3-Channel conditions (both ps <.05). Moreover, subjects
performed significantly faster with the 3-Channel architecture
in the 1:2 scaling conditions (p <.05, one-tailed testing) and
marginally faster in the 1:1 scaling conditions (p <.10, one-
tailed testing). No significant condition effect was evident
for the Grasping task as indicated by the Friedman test.
Finally a marginally significant condition effect was found
for the Oximetry task (p <.10) , with shorter times in the 3-
Channel compared to the 2-Channel conditions as indicated
by Wilcoxon tests (p <.10). Yet this effect only occurred in
the 1:2 scaling conditions.

Force Application We analyzed the forces during Line
Drawing along the x-dimension (depth). rmANOVA indi-
cated a significant channel main effect (F (1,11) = 8.0, p =
.01) and a marginal scaling x Channel interaction (F (1,11)
= 3.2, p = .10). Hence, forces were substantially lower in the
3-Channel case and this effect was particularly pronounced
in the 1:1 scaling condition. A subsequent paired-samples
T-test also confirmed the significantly lower forces with 3-
Channel during 1:1 scaling (t(11) = 2.93; p = .01) and at
least a trend for the same effect during 1:2 scaling (t(11) =
1.59; p < .10, one-tailed testing).

Positional Accuracy for Aiming and Line Drawing was
explored next. The accuracy measure for Aiming was the
distance between the aim and the subjects’ point on the
sheet. A rmANOVA was performed and revealed a significant
effect of scaling (F (1,11) = 5.0, p < .05) with higher
average accuracy in the 1:2 scaling conditions. Subsequent
T-tests indicated that the scaling effect was exclusively due
to the 3-Channel conditions (t(11) = 2.21, p <.05), with a
relatively large distance of M = 1.48 mm during 1:1 scaling
and significantly smaller distances of M = 0.81 mm in the
1:2 scaling condition. No such effect was found for the 2-
Channel conditions (t(11) = 0, ns.).
The main performance measure for the Line Drawing task
was the average deviation from the ideal line. In a graphical
analysis, the minimum and maximum distances from the
ideal line were determined for each of the 10 centimeter
intervals along the ideal line. Then, each minimum and
maximum value was averaged and the mean across all of the
ten intervals was calculated, as general accuracy measure.
Here a manual performance baseline was available. Data
were non-normal and hence Friedman test was performed,
showing a highly significant effect (p <.001). First of all,
accuracy decreased substantially with five times higher devi-
ations in the four telerobotic conditions (M = 1.13) compared



Measure Unit 2Ch/Sc1 3Ch/Sc1 2Ch/ Sc2 3Ch/Sc2 Manual

Task Duration - Aiming sec 60,54 (22,68) 63,02 (38,83) 54,20 (23,20) 50,95 (21,96)

Task Duration - Line Drawing sec 73,08 (40,38) 68,97 (40,43) 59,86 (29,31) 55,21 (33,35)

Task Duration - Grasping sec 39,94 (11,84) 44,93 (18,10) 38,92 (5,04) 36,15 (13,45)

Task Duration - Oximetry sec 35,71 (10,10) 32,16 (6,58) 39,91 (29,46) 27,99 (12,26)

Force Application (X-Axis) - Line Drawing N 3.58 (1.47) 2.86 (1.65) 3.64 (2.0) 3.35 (1.98)

Positional Accuracy - Aiming mm 1,15 (0,46) 1,48 (1,02) 1,15 (0,56) 0,81 (0,34)

Positional Accuracy - Line Drawing mm 1,23 (0,48) 1,30 (0,43) 0,95 (0,31) 1,02 (0,29) 0,21 (0,21)

Workload - Aiming & Line Drawing 1-20 8.67 (4.89) 9.83 (4.1) 9.33 (4.66) 8.75 (4.65)

Workload - Grasping 1-20 7,92 (4,12) 8,75 (5,56) 7,25 (3,86) 7,25 (4,92)

Workload - Oximetry 1-20 7.67 (3.75) 8.0 (4.11) 8.25(4.77) 6.92(4.14)

Contact Realism - Aiming & Line Drawing 1-20 11.17 (4.61) 10.0 (4.75) 11.33 (4.54) 11.83 (4.43)

Contact Realism - Grasping 1-20 9,17 (5,01) 10,33 (4,87) 10,67 (4,81) 11,50 (4,50)

Contact Realism - Oximetry 1-20 10.0 (5.85) 10.75 (4.31) 10.33 (5.38) 11.92 (3.83)

TABLE I
RESULTS

to the manual condition (M = 0.21). The data in the manual
condition only were non-normal. Friedman test indicated a
highly significant overall effect (p < .001) and all Wilcoxon
tests comparing manual and telerobotic conditions reached
significance (all ps < .01). Next rmANOVA was conducted
on the data in the telerobotic conditions exclusively and a
significant scaling main effect occurred (F (1,11) = 7.51, p
< .05), i.e. accuracy was better with 1:2 compared to 1:1
scaling.
Mental Workload Combined subjective ratings for Aiming

and Line Drawing indicated that participants perceived lower
mental workload when working with 3-Channel in the 1:2
scaling condition (significant rmANOVA Channel x scaling
interaction effect, F (1,11) = 5.0, p < .05). Paired-sampling
T-test also revealed a significant difference between 2- vs
3-Channel in the 1:2 scaling conditions (t1:2(11) = 1.87, p
< .05, one-tailed testing). For Grasping we found a scaling
main effect (F (1,11) = 9.16, p < .05) with lower ratings in
the 1:2 compared to the 1:1 scaling condition. No significant
effects were found for the Oximetry task.
Contact Realism No significant effects were evident for

the combined Aiming and Line Drawing ratings regarding
contact realism. For the Grasping task there was a significant
scaling main effect (F (1,11) = 8.64, p = .01) and a channel
main effect (F (1,11) = 5.39, p < .05), reflecting higher
perceived contact realism with 1:2 scaling as well as 3-
Channel architecture. Finally, we analyzed the ratings after
the Oximetry task, but no significant effects were indicated
by rmANOVA.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the current user study with 12 subjects we explored
whether basic movement and contact tasks as well as more
realistic tasks from the medical domain can be performed
with a complex humanoid robot controlled via a commer-
cially available haptic input device. Nevertheless, movement
accuracy was approx. 5 times lower compared to manual
performance in the Line Drawing task which is far more
delicate than typical healthcare tasks.
We hypothesized that a higher degree of teleoperation

transparency and thus performance is reached when imple-
menting a 3-Channel architecture integrating sensor-based
force information from the robot. In H1 we specifically
assumed that teleoperation tasks can be accomplished faster.
Regarding free movement tasks (Aiming), movements in
contact (Line Drawing) and complex tool interaction (Oxime-
try) we found evidence for shorter completion times with the
3-Channel compared to the 2-Channel approach, although
this effect mainly occurred when operation movements were
upscaled (factor 1:2). With the upscaling factor, the robot
movements were performed faster and thus inertia effects
were also more pronounced. For the Grasping task, spatial
orientation demands seem to play a more prominent role,
hence our experimental conditions did not have an impact.
Altogether H1 is at least partially confirmed.
In H2 we expected a higher degree of movement accuracy

with the 3-Channel solution. In the Aiming task the best
performance was achieved with 3-Channel in the 1:2 scaling
situation, but also the worst performance in the 1:1 scaling



condition. Maybe the additional inertia effects in the 2-
Channel conditions stabilized the larger movement ampli-
tudes in the 1:1 scaling case, leading to better results com-
pared to inertia free movements during 3-Channel conditions.
Regarding Line Drawing we did not find any support for
our assumption. Perhaps movements were to slow to trigger
any effect of Channel architecture. Altogether, H2 is only
partially substantiated.
Next, we examined H3, stating that contact forces should

be lower when working with the 3-Channel approach. We
focused on the Line Drawing task as being the most relevant
force regulation task. Here we gathered supportive data for
our assumption, i.e. forces were lower with the 3-Channel
compared to 2-Channel architecture.
The overall result for the ratings of contact realism and

workload showed the best results for the 3-Channel archi-
tecture in the 1:2 scaling case. Yet, these did not reach
significance in all cases. We only found evidence for higher
contact realism with 3-Channels for the Grasping task, with
the best results in the 1:2 scaling condition. Also workload
was rated best in this condition, but only for the Aiming and
Line Drawing tasks. H4 is only valid for a subset of tasks
and conditions.
Altogether we found clear advantages of using a con-

trol approach integrating measured force feedback regarding
relevant performance parameters. Seemingly, the disturbing
effects of robot inertia when using a 2-Channel approach
deteriorate performance. This effect was only evident when
using an upscaling factor (1:2) magnifying the negative
impact of inertia.
In future studies, other factors influencing immersion like

the quality of visual information, the quality of communica-
tion channel and the haptic interface have to be investigated.
In the current study we focused on task primitives. As a
next logical step, complex and realistic procedures should be
addressed and user experience evaluations will be performed
involving healthcare staff and domain experts.
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